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compegps land serial key is not much different
from other similar applications. however, it does
have a few features that set it apart from other

applications. these features include: the ability to
create waypoints and routes; the ability to set the
altitude of your waypoints; a topological format;
the ability to mark points of interest; and a 3d
mode, which is a must-have for any map. the
application also has a route planner, which is

useful if you are new to the world of gps devices.
the customizable menu allows users to choose the
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color of the map, background and the map type.
you can also configure the display of the map as
well as its layout. the map can be displayed in
landscape and portrait mode, and the map can

also be displayed as a grid. the legend and tooltip
text can be made the default. do not neglect the

geographical elements that can have a great
impact on your trip: wind, weather, sun and

shadows, etc.. land offers you maps that show the
best weather conditions for each place at the time
youre planning to visit. you may also use the sun

or the moon as a guide to plan your journeys. land
is the ideal software to prepare, analyse and
complement your itineraries with all kinds of

information. create unlimited tracks, routes and
waypoints, conveniently analysed at home in

graphs, datapages, tables in addition, land offers
you the possibility of simulating your itineraries
with 3d views, using your own maps. compegps

land serial key create routes, tracks or waypoints
and analyse the outcome of your work in the most

detailed way.
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